The Atlantean Imperial Houses
House Ramius
This Atlantean House originates in Italy. Of all of the Houses of
the Imperium, the members of House Ramius tend to gravitate
towards positions of authority and leadership. In recent years
this house has been on the decline, much is this is due to poor
leadership decisions that have been made over the last four
centuries.

House Draconis
This Atlantean House originates from the area of Europe formerly
known as Dacia (eastern Europe). This House is renowned for its
Sorcerers and the extreme negative reputation that it has earned
from centuries to manipulating its rival Houses. The members of
House Draconis that practice Sorcery tend to have power hungry
demeanors that put everyone around them on edge.

House Thalus
This Atlantean House originates from Greece and Turkey. House
Thalus, in the last two centuries has become very influential as its
Founder; Priam of Troy now sits on the throne of the Imperium as
its Emperor. Of all of the Houses of the Imperium, this House’s
power is definitely on the rise and most of its rivals are attempting
to gain its favor where ever its members reside.

House Lionnes
This Atlantean House originates from the area of Europe formerly
known as Gaul and Germania (France and Germany). This House
is known for its reputation as information brokers within the
Imperium. Only a few centuries ago this House ruled over the
Imperium through its Empress, but in recent times House Lionnes
has turned to making alliances with other more influential Houses
in an attempt to keep its power within the Atlantean society.

House Dracul
This is the youngest of the Atlantean Houses, originating from the
Wallachia. Originally the Dracul were a family of the Draconis,
but about three centuries ago its Founder; Radu Dracula led
his children out from under the tyranny of its former Draconis
masters. For their betrayal, the Draconis cursed the Dracul with
an extreme allergy to moonlight. The Dracul, like the Draconis;
are renowned for their skill at the Art of Sorcery and because of
their centuries long feud with House Draconis.

Template Cost: Advantage: True Blooded (15 Study Points),
Advantage: Faux Blooded (5 Study Points)

The Atlantean Renegade Houses
House of Romulus
Of all of the Renegade Houses, the House of Romulus is without a doubt
the oldest of them. It was founded by Romulus, legendary first king of
the Romans. This Renegade House has made it its goal to destrory the
foundations of the Second Atlantean Empire, and because of this the
House of Romulus is the most hunted of all of the Renegade Houses by
the agents of the Imperium.

Clan MacKlintoc
Clan MacKlintoc makes its home in the British Isles, of all of the
Renegade Houses, it it the Highlanders that have give the forces of the
Imperium the most trouble. It was this Renegade House that was able to
drive the forces of the Imperium out of the British Isles during the early
stages of World War II. Currently this Renegade House wants nothing
more than to be left to its own ends in the British Isles.

Clan Osaka
Clan Osaka makes its home in the Islands of Japan. During World War II
it was the agents of Clan Osaka that helped to drive the Empire of Japan
into its expansion out into the Pacific. Since the second world war, this
Renegade Houses has been instrumental in rebuilding Japan as a world
power. Clan Osaka tends to stay out of the business of the Imperium, at
least for now.

House of Bathory
The House of Bathory are the Atlantean descendents of the Blood
Countess of Hungary; Erzebet Bathory. This Renegade House was
original a family within House Draconis of the Imperium, but was
given its automony just before the turn of the 20th century. As far as
the Imperium is concerned, the Family Bathory as still members of the
Second Atlantean Empire.

House of Fallcourt
The House of Fallcourt were originally a family of House Lionnes of
the Imperium, but during World War II this family turned traitor against
the Imperium in the British Isles and helped Clan MacKlintoc take the
British Isles; they make their home in the British Isles and in Belgium.

House of Halloran
The House of Halloran were originally a family of House Ramius of
the Imperium, but during World War II this family turned traitor against
the Imperium in the British Isles and helped Clan MacKlintoc take the
British Isles; they make their home in the British Isles.

Template Cost: Advantage: True Blooded (15 Study Points),
Advantage: Faux Blooded (5 Study Points)

Atlantean Psychic Talents
The Psychic Talents of Mesmerism and Telepathy have always
been the evolutionary edge that the Atlanteans have had over
humanity; only True Blooded Atlanteans have access to these
Psychic Talents. The Faux Blooded do not naturally have access
to the Atlantean Psychic Talents because of their interbreeding
with humanity; but because of their interbreeding with humanity
some of the Faux Blooded Atlanteans have gained access to the
Psychic Talents that only humans seem to be able to possess.
Many believe this is because of Lilan condition, which many
aging Atlanteans have turned to in order to preserve their ancient
bloodlines. The maximum number of Psychic Talents that any
one Faux Blooded Persona can have is 3. All Faux Blooded and
Mundane Psychics that are brought across into the Lilan condition
lose all of their Psychic Talents; only through the Advantage: Reawaken the Mind’s Eye can these Psychics re-awaken part of
their minds to the Psychic Talents (Mesmerism or Telepathy) that
are possible through the Lilan condition.
Psychics that reach 5 Life Force points begin becoming Fatigued
for every Life Force point under 5 that they spend into a using
their Psychic Talent.
When using a physical Psychic Talent against an object, the
Pyschic must succeed in a Psionics + Control + Card Check
against a Target Difficulty of: Simple.
If a Psychic draws a Joker during a Psionics Check or Contest,
they automatically fail and that Psychic takes a point of Wound
Damage for the failure.

Talent Category: This desgination denotes how common or
rare a Psychic Talent is within the general population. Directors
should use this designation to determine which Psychic Talents
they are willing to allow within their Stories; Directors should
always work with their Actors to help them find Psychic Talents
that best suit their Personas and the overall storylines that the
Director and Cast are attempting to promote.

Physical Touch: When ever a Psychic Persona is making
physical contact with another Persona, they gain a +5 Bonus to
their Contest to use their Psychic Talent against the Persona that
they are touching.

True Blooded Psychic Talents
Mesmerism
Psychic Skills: Control
Talent Category: Common
Activation Cost: 1 Life Force Point
Mesmerism is the Psychic Talent that allows the True Blooded
Atlantean to control the minds of others. Through mesmerism, the
True Blooded Atlantean can remove portions of a targets memory
or they can add false memories. The more time a True Blooded
Atlantean has to perform mesmerism with their target, the more
memories can be altered or removed. The most common use of
mesmerism is by True Blooded Atlanteans that are attempting to
unlock memories that have been lost to their target. Some rather
unscrupulous Mesmerists have used this Talent to force their
targets into signing away their lives fortunes, or in some of the
most extreme cases, to end their own lives. The most common
use of mesmerism among True Blooded Atlanteans is to remove
all memories relating to a Lilan feeding upon a mundane. Another
example would be altering the minds of those that have witnessed
a Lilan using his or her powers.
To use Mesmerism; the Psychic needs to spend 1 Life Force Point,
then True Blooded Atlantean makes a Psionics + Control Skill
+ Card Contest against their intended target; against the targets
Resist Psionics Ranks + Card. If the Contest is successful, the
True Blooded Atlantean is able to dominate the target will into
performs actions that they otherwise would not consider doing.
Every additional Life Force point past the initial Life Force
point that was spent to activate Mesmerism, the True Blooded
Atlantean adds another +2 to their Psionics for all Mesmerism
based actions for the rest of the scene. True Blooded Atlanteans
gain a automatic +2 to their Resist Magic & Psionics rating when
defending against a Psychic that is attempting to use Mesmerism
on them.

Psychic Discipline: Mind Shredder

Psychic Skills: Control & Scanning
Psychic Talents that allow a Psychic to perform a specific power Talent Category: Rare
within the Psychic Talents at a lesser cost. All Psychic Disciplines Activation Cost: 1 Life Force Point
Psychic Discplines: These are more focused concentrations in
cost 6 Study Points each.

It was the Atlanteans that originally developed this Psychic
Discipline; basics it allows the Psychic to go in to the memories of
their target and selectively remove all memories that are connected
to a specific situation. This Psychic Discipline requires that the
Psychic has both the Psychic Talents of Mesmerism and Telepathy.
Using Telepathy the Psychic is able to look into the memories of
their target in order to find the memories that are connected to a
situation that the Psychic would rather be forgotten.

Telepathy

Psychic Discipline: Fortress of the Mind

Psychic Skills: Broadcasting, Scanning, & Shielding
Talent Category: Common
Activation Cost: 1 Life Force Point

Psychic Skills: Shielding
Talent Category: Rare
Activation Cost: 1 Life Force Point

Telepathy is the Psychic Talent that allows the True Blooded
Atlantean to look into the minds of others, in some cases to look
so deeply into their target’s mind that it causes the target physical
harm as the Psychic picks through their deepest secrets. These
True Blooded Atlanteans can also broadcast their thoughts into
the minds of their targets in an attempt to communicate with
them.

The Psychic is able to create an impenetrable barrier around their
mind that makes it almost impossible to penetrate. The Psychic
makes a Psionics + Shielding + 6 + Card Check against a Target
Difficulty of: Very Difficult; if successful the Psychic gains a +6
bonus to add to their Psionics + Shielding Contests for the rest of
the Scene when defending against the Psionic intrusions of other
Psychics.

To use Telepathy; the True Blooded Atlantean needs to spend 1
Life Force Point, then True Blooded Atlantean makes a Psionics
+ Broadcast or Scan Skill + Card Contest against their intended
target; against the targets Resist Psionics Ranks + Card.
If the Contest is successful, the Psychic is able to use Telepathy to
Broadcast thoughts into their targets mind, or Scan what surface
thoughts that are presently going through the target’s mind. If the
True Blooded Atlantean beats their target in a Contest by 10 or
more points, then the True Blooded Atlantean is able to gain free
access to all of the targets thoughts, both surface and deep. Please
note that deep scans cause a target 1 point of wound damage per
round that the deep scan is active.
Every additional Life Force point past the initial Life Force point
that was spent to activate Telepathy, the True Blooded Atlantean
adds another +2 to their Psionics for all Telepathy based actions for
the rest of the scene. True Blooded Atlanteans gain an automatic
+2 to their Resist Psionics rating when defending against another
Psychic that is attempting to use Telepathy on them.
Telepaths automatically add their Shielding Skill Ranks to their
Psionics + Card when defending against another Telepath that
may be attempting to invade his or her mind.

Psychic Discipline: Disrupt the Flow
Psychic Skills: Broadcasting
Talent Category: Rare
Activation Cost: 1 Life Force Point
The Psychic is able to reach into the mind of their Target and disrupt
their flow of thoughts; making the Target unable to communicate
any thoughts out loud. Every time the Target attempts to speak, all
that will come out is a jumble of nonsensical speech. The Psychic
makes a Psionics + Broadcasting + 6 + Card Contest against the
Target’s Resist Psionics + Card, if successful the effect of this
Psychic Discipline will last for the Scene.

